PRESS RELEASE

profine at fensterbau/frontale 2012 – Focus on expanded
product range for 88 mm systems

True to its convictions, profine Group will be aligning its presence to the
issues of energy efficiency and system diversity at fensterbau/frontale
2012 on 21–24 March in Nuremberg. With its KBE, Kömmerling, and
Trocal brands, the international leader on the market of PVC-U window
systems will be presenting its range of products that will be pointing the
way to the future. The highlight of this presentation will be the greatly
expanded range of high thermal insulation 88 mm systems for windows
and residential doors that present both convincing functionality and appealing design from the standard solutions to the certificated passive
house variants. The profine presence at the trade fair will also be focusing on innovative ventilation systems and powerful services.
Representing its motto “Window solutions in strong brands”, profine
Group and its KBE, Kömmerling, and Trocal brands will be welcoming
business partners from all over the world to hall 7. The profine presence
in Nuremberg will be formed by brand worlds that visitors can experience directly – and that once again present a unique system diversity
unparalleled on this sector. A profine exhibition will be presenting the
common features.
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At fensterbau/frontale 2012, profine will be putting to the test its competence in sustainable systems with high energy efficiency, in particular by
presenting a greatly expanded range of products for its high thermal
insulation 88 mm systems. These are offered as standard by all brands.
Thanks to their many variants, they allow custom solutions for all needs.

Multi-brand presentation
Developments that are basically available in all three brands will be presented on a separate profine area of the trade fair stand.
There visitors can expect presentations e.g. of
* innovations in the fields of ventilation technology, insulation, reinforcement, and surface design
* the new, high thermal insulation lift/sliding door “PremiDoor 88” with
an installation depth of 88 mm
* an extensive range of accessories.
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A separate area will be home to the profine competence centre including the Partnerakademie that offers information and advice on its wide
range of services for contract awarding offices and manufacturers.
This multi-brand presentation will finish off with a great many marketing
services for customers.
On their own exhibition areas, the brands KBE, Kömmerling and Trocal
will be presenting their customised system solutions that embody the
individual strengths of each brand for specific customer requirements.
Also part of the package presented at the brand stands are the great
many shutter system products, e.g. the range of variants for the
“VariNova” family of add-on box systems.

Survey of focal presentations:

KBE – Award winning systems
As a flexible, reliable partner, KBE will be presenting its new innovative
coupling profiles and connector technology for user friendly manufacture. The focus will therefore be placed not only on the new products,
but also on the manufacturing ease and speed of KBE profiles.
The highlight of the many ventilation solutions presented at the trade
fair will be the “PremiVent” system with heat recovery, a joint development with the Zehnder Group. The system has received several
awards, including the BAKA Award for Innovation.
Also the KBE 88 mm system demonstrates that it is ready for new applications. A recipient of the 2010 Solvin Award in the recycling category, this high performance system is also available as a residential
door system and in a passive house variant.

Kömmerling – Premium systems with new dimensions
The traditional brand Kömmerling has many new things in store for visitors: for instance, its innovative 70 mm centre seal system that was developed for premium standards like Minergie and Minergie P (Swiss
quality label for new and modernised buildings); or the sliding door
“PremiLine” featuring three sliding sashes on three tracks for large open
widths.
The heart of the Kömmerling trade fair presentation will be the entire
spectrum provided by the “88plus” system family. Ranging from the
standard system to certificated passive house window and door systems to “AluFusion” variants and the corresponding coupling solutions,
it will open up a world of windows that will be leading the way into the
future.

The Kömmerling trade fair presentation will finish off with a wide range
of systems for export to specific countries, further proof of this brand's
extensive international competence.

Trocal – “88+” with innovations in surface and colour design
The pioneering brand of PVC-U windows, Trocal will be organising its
trade fair presence with its distinctive, characteristic brand style and
presenting a wide range of perfected technical solutions from its “88+”
system family, at the same time demonstrating new methods in surface
and colour design.
The innovations that these presentations will be focusing on will include
e.g. intelligent connection and combination solutions with aluminium,
like the new product “AluClipPro” and the window sill connector “E_Clip
110” (patent pending) with its outstanding thermal insulation properties.
Trocal will be demonstrating the flexibility of the “88+” system in the
form of 90° and 135° corner couplings, a variable coupling solution, and
the corresponding ancillaries like special reinforcements and insulation
core sets for greater ease of manufacture.

profine will be presenting a convincing 88 mm system diversity fulfilling all requirements. Here some examples (from left to right): “KBE System_88mm
Passivhaus”, “Kömmerling 88plus” (standard version), and “Trocal 88+ AluFusion”.
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